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PUBLISHER’S PRELUDE
THE THINGS NIGHTMARES ARE MADE OF
October means Halloween and Halloween
means scary things, at least if you are a child.
For adults, Halloween means schlepping kids
around the neighborhood, or pelting them
with candy as they approach your doorstep,
or maybe it even means a weekend of wild
costume parties and early morning hangovers.
So this issue of the Sentinel is dedicated to
things that scare adults.
The imaginary scares children. The real
scares adults.
So what does it mean to be scared in the
Age of Terror? For me it means we live in
an era in which the “worst-case scenarios”
happen. We live in an age where one man
can engineer the deaths of 3,000 Americans
and gets away with it. We live in an era

where the U.S. can be misled into invading
and destroying a country that posed no
threat. We live in a time in which an entire
American city can be destroyed while the
federal government stands dumbfounded
and our president remains on vacation. In
short politics scare me.
In this issue we have proposed a few
nightmare scenarios of our own in order to
focus attention on the real issues of public
safety in our community, our state and in
our nation.
What if there was a major natural
disaster in Portland, such as an earthquake
or volcanic eruption? See page 4. Or what
do you fear more, terrorism or the Federal
Government? Be honest. To see what that
looks like, turn to page 6. How about crime
and the county’s troubling ﬁnancial state?

What would be the effect on public safety if
funding for jails collapsed (see page 3)?
The lessons we learn from these imagined
nightmares would ideally help us to prevent
them. “Prepare for the worst and hope for
the best” is what prudent minds used to say.
To do that we must not be afraid to stare into
the abyss of “what might be.” But whether
the nightmares are political, personal or
merely unconscious, the power to stop them
is always in our own hands. For the quickest
way to end a nightmare is simply to wake up.
The coming November election may prove
one such opportunity.
But for now, crawl into bed, little one,
settle down, close your eyes and let us tell
you a scary story...
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PULLS IT OFF
By Cornelius Swart

When Shuhe Hawkins and his partner Kate Larson ﬁrst
envisioned a pirate festival for Portland over a year ago, the
actors must have had their doubts if there were enough scurvy
dogs in town to warrant a full-on event.
Only fools and landlubbers would doubt them now, as initial
estimates put attendance at last month’s pirate extravaganza
at 6,000 to 7,000.
The hugely successful festival was held in Cathedral Park under
the St. Johns Bridge and featured bands, dancers, reenacted battles
complete with pirates, redcoats and a tall ship.
Lines for the event stretched clear up the hill toward St. Johns
and across the railroad tracks at one point, as masses of families
and aspiring buccaneers waited for up to an hour to get in.
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There was much local grousing about the high ticket prices,
$15 at the gate and $8 for kids 2-12, which kept some families
away. Others objected to the fencing off of a public park for
a private event.
But the high-proﬁle event may have done much for the
community’s long tarnished reputation for being remote
and unsafe as people came in from as far away as Newport
and Washington state, many sticking around to frequent
local businesses.
Nena Rawdah of St. Johns Booksellers, was one of the few
locals to set up a booth at the event. “We did seven day’s
worth of sales in a single day down there.”
Cathedral Park Jazz Festival organizer Gary Boehm saw the
impact uptown. “Anna Bannanas was packed, Proper Eats was
See Pirates / Page 24

